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Bracket Bracanic PERFORMANCE® 

Prescription MBT compatible 

João M. Baptista 

Introduction 

We recently published our website: www.ortocompras.com.br and in chapter 16 of the book: 

Orthodontics – Current  state of the Art, some consideration on the possibility of introducing 

improvement in the current orthodontic brackets. Full transcription to your knowledge: 

In order to a smooth alignment and levelling phase, besides the latest generation wires, it is 

necessary to develop brackets with intrinsic design superior to the current ones. Certainly, in the near 

future, we will have brackets of high performance, able to abbreviate  phases of the orthodontic 

treatment. This is the major challenge. It is believed that, soon brackets capable of effectively performing 

the rotation movement with overcorrection, in addition to other  versatilities, will be available to the 

orthodontic community. All that in conventional and self-ligating braces of small dimensions. 

Angle went so far as to say that his edgewise device would be the last and the best. It is believed 

that, in the middle of the 21st century, conventional bracket can receive important improvements, mainly 

in the sense of shortening the alignment and levelling phase. 

Thus, in a partnership with the Company Id-logical, we developed a new bracket – PERFORMANCE 

– with internal characteristics that provide significant clinical possibilities for all phases of an orthodontic 

treatment. The improvements are unprecedented, making this support offer a list of more than a dozen 

new versatilities that can shorten the duration of treatment as well as make it simpler. A Utility Patent 

application under number 20.2017.000785.0 was filed with the INPI in order to safeguard the 

modifications introduced into the Bracanic bracket (Fig. 01). 

Fig. 01 - Prototype 3D of the Bracket Bracanic PERFORMANCE® developed by ID-Logical 
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Brief Description 

From the conventional Bracanic bracket, manufactured by Id-Logical, some improvements were 

included that could offer important clinical possibilities. Two inclined planes from the middle third of the 

bracket body with .014” diameter holes at its ends for.008″ and .010″ ligatures. In the center of the  

bracket body was placed a vertical slot, 019” x .027″, capable of receiving wires up to .017” x .025″. The 

bracket slot is .022”. The initial prescription is compatible with MBT, and the denomination of this new 

bracket is Performance, so the Prescription will be with Performance Bracket – MBT Compatible(Fig. 

01). 

The Performance Bracket design offers a significantly minimized friction wire-slot interface. In this 

manner, all sliding biomechanics can be performed with substantially reduced forces. 

Clinical Versatility  

Looking at the design of this bracket, unpublished, called Performance, we describe the main clinical 

versatilities resulting from the improvements included in the conventional Bracanic Bracket, marketed 

by Id-Logical – Orthodontic Products. 

01. Correction of the rotations 

Through the holes positioned at the ends of the two inclined planes one can perform rotations with 

overcorrections. The state-of-the-art wires – thermoactive NITI, NITI superelastic, Copper NITI and 

Titanium-Niobium – provide, along with the Performance bracket, facilities for correcting rotations, from 

the simplest to the most severe. 

It is noted that the flat surface at the base of the slot and the chamfers at the slot outlets allow a 

significant increase in the inter-bracket distance.Then a larger amount of wire will be provided between 

one tooth and another. As a result, a smooth, steady force will be generated, with different results 

compared to other brackets. 

The holes placed at the ends of the inclined planes are used for the application of ligatures for 

rotation. If the degree of rotation of the tooth considered is high, the initial orthodontic arch should be 

the .010 superelastic nickel titanium. After two go through to the .012″ arch until overcorrection is 

achieved. During the time rotations are being performed, do not use ligatures (neither metallic nor 

elastic) on the bracket wings sessions involved in the movimentation (Fig. 02 a, b, c ,d)  
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                               Fig. 02 a, b, c, d - Details for obtaining effective rotation. 

02. Vertical slot for use of Power-arms 
 

The vertical slot centralized in the bracket body, allowing the use of mechanics through the so-called 

Power-arms, as planned by the professional. This is an important clinical possibility. The force line of 

action can be shifted very close to the center of resistance of the tooth, allowing well controlled 

movements (Fig. 03). 

            Fig. 03 – Power-arm fit in the vertical slot for sliding mechanics. 
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03. Vertical slot for use of verticalization springs 

The axial movement of teeth, with the use of brackets with vertical slot is facilitated by the application 

of vertical springs. Root, crown and/or simultaneous movement can be planned. You can choose other 

designs of verticalization springs, such as, for example, the Begg spring (Fig. 04). 

         Fig. 04 - Begg verticalization Spring applied in bracket PERFORMANCE®. 

04. Vertical slot for use of rotational cantilever 

The vertical slot accepts cantilevers with bends for the production of rotation movement in 

severely rotated teeth. It is recommended to rotate the tooth until the bracket can be positioned on 

the buccal side of the tooth (Fig. 05 a, b, c, d). 

Fig. 05 a, b, c, d – Rotation cantilever with activation and positioning.
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05. Vertical slot for application of Begg rotation spring 

The design of the Begg rotation spring allows its use in the vertical slot of the Performance bracket, 

with effective possibilities in the correction of several rotations(Fig. 06 a, b). 

 

  
Fig. 06 a, b  – Cantiléver de verticalização e/ou intrusão simultâneas. 

 

06. Vertical slot (duct) for device use for simultaneous uprighting 

and intrusion, according to Burstone. 

Several designs of cantilevers can be used in the vertical slot. The tooth that will receive the cantilever 

must be anchored in order for the mechanics to act on another tooth or group of teeth, for example – 

to print intrusion or extrusion movements. Various designs of cantilevers for simultaneous 

verticalization and/or intrusion of molars can be chosen. It can be seen that the vertical slot accepts 

cantilevers made with TMA wire .016 x .022″ or .017 x .025″” with several shapes (Fig. 07 a, b, c). 
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Fig. 07 a, b, c - Vertical cantilever and / or simultaneous intrusion. 

 

07. Vertical slot for use with pin-hooks 

One more versatility of the vertical slot. With the use of pin-hooks, especially designed, troublesome 

“kobayashi” can be discarded. In this way, elastics of all types will be engaged in these pins, with the 

great advantage of offering comfort to the patient (Fig. 07). The Bracanic Performance Prescription, 

MBT compliant, does not feature hooks. Therefore, when necessary, the use of pin-hooks applied in 

the vertical slot is indicated (Fig.08) 

 

Fig. 08 – Class III elastic hooked on the pin-hook. 
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08. Vertical slot for use with positioners 

By means of polycarbonate positioners, fitted in the vertical slot, the location of the “X” and “Y” is 

facilitated, allowing a correct positioning of the brackets in direct bonding. We are developing together 

with Id-Logical the pre-determined  “X” positioners(Fig. 09). 

 

 

Fig. 9 – Positioner attached to the bracket for bonding. 

 

09. Vertical slot allowing the use of a second arch  

By means of a clip applied in the vertical slot one can use two arches simultaneously. A heavier 

arch stabilizes the teeth and the other arch performs a certain biomechanics. Zucchi et al. have just 

released a book on Double Slot Philosophy. We recommend this book so that you can plan possible 

biomechanics with the Performance bracket. It can be anticipated that the domain in the use of two 

arches helps a lot in the solution of complex cases(Fig. 10). 

          

Fig. 10 - An arc in the slot and another arc under the cervical fins connected through ligatures. 
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10. Vertical Slot for Use of Torque Bar 

TP Inc. provides a pre-fabricated torque bar that can be used in the vertical slot for individual torques 

(Fig. 11 a,b). The torque bar can be bended with Australian wire or Bow-Flex .016”. 

            

Fig. 11 a, b – Torque bar on the mannequin and on the patient. 

 

11. Application in sliding mechanics 

By observing the figure below, it is verified that the sliding mechanics, through the hole at the end of 

the inclined plane, positions the line of action of forces closer to the Center of Resistance of the 

considered tooth. It is possible to slide along while correcting rotations.(Fig 12). 

 
Fig. 13 - PERFORMANCE® working as a wide and / or slim bracket 

12. Bracket Performance working as a wide bracket and as 

a slim bracket 

In a careful observation of the clinical cases included in the MBT Book (McLaughlin, Bennett and 

Trevisi), it is verified that the brackets used are all wide and without hooks. When hooks become 

necessary the authors indicate the application of “Kobayashi”. The hooks included in the bracket itself 

are uncomfortable. Adult patients complain of these hooks which, in most cases, need wear and tear. 

Wide brackets express torques, rotations and sliding mechanics more efficiently. The two inclined 

planes transform the Performance bracket into a wide bracket by the use of the holes at the ends of the 

inclined planes. The flat part at the bottom of the slot and the grooves at the mesial and distal ends of 

the slot allow a greater amount of wire between one bracket and another, allowing behavior as a slim 

support. 
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13. Divergence or convergence of roots 

A small segment of .016″ NiTi SE or Copper NiTi wire inserted into the vertical ducts of the teeth whose 

roots need to diverge or converge allows for optimal forces. You should control this mechanics at least 

every 3 weeks as the effectiveness is significant. Apply a small amount of resin to the ends for added 

comfort. 

 

Fig. 14 – Wire segment applied to teeth 22 and 23 for root divergence. 

 

Final considerations  

Id-Logical – Orthodontic Products – company that markets the Prescription Performance MBT 

Compatible, will soon begin studies for the development of the PERFORMANCE Bracket Metallic self-

ligating.Wait
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